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Kent Action Against Live Exports (KAALE)

“I never give them hell. I just tell the truth and they think it's hell.”
President Harry S Truman

Patrons:
Carla Lane: http://www.carlalane.com/

‘The Black Spurs’: http://www.theblackspurs.com.au/Contents.htm
Maria Daines: http://www.maria-daines.com/

Website: http://www.kaale.org.uk/

Contact Name: Mark Johnson – EU Correspondent; ‘Kent Action Against Live Exports’ (KAALE).

Contact address: xxx xxx xxxl, Kent.

Contact E mail: howlingwolfmoon@blueyonder.co.uk

Telephone: Mobile 07947 997110 Date: 22nd July 2013.

-------------------------------------------

Dear Mr. Gibbens,

I contact you in your positions as the UK (DEFRA) Chief Veterinary Officer / Executive Member -
Animal Health and Welfare Board for England, in addition to being a Council Member for the Royal
College of Veterinary Surgeons (RCVS); with the hope that you will provide realistic and truthful
responses to the following issues and questions. Given the positions detailed above, and especially as a
member of the RCVS, should mean you are ‘pro animal welfare’, and as such I trust you will respond
accordingly. I look forward to hearing from you.

My name is Mark Johnson and I am the EU Correspondent for ‘Kent Action Against Live Exports’
(KAALE) – www.kaale.org.uk

We undertake cooperative work regarding animal transport with Ms Lesley Moffat, investigator and
director at ‘Eyes on Animals’ (EoA) based in Amsterdam - http://www.eyesonanimals.com/

EoA - What we do -
http://www.eyesonanimals.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=332&Itemid=224
&lang=en_US.utf8%2C+en_US.UT

This letter is sub-divided into three (3) sub sections, each of which relates to current issues regarding
the welfare of animals during transport within the EU member states; especially those directly
applicable to Council Regulation 1/2005 of 22nd December 2004 on the protection of animals during
transport.

Each following section is clearly identified, as are the points asked within. I trust that you will
respond as necessary. Thank you.

http://www.carlalane.com/
http://www.theblackspurs.com.au/Contents.htm
http://www.maria-daines.com/
http://www.kaale.org.uk/
http://www.kaale.org.uk/
http://www.eyesonanimals.com/
http://www.eyesonanimals.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=332&Itemid=224&lang=en_US.utf8%2C+en_US.UT
http://www.eyesonanimals.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=332&Itemid=224&lang=en_US.utf8%2C+en_US.UT
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SECTION 1 – Questions for CVO’s in all EU Member States

The following is a letter sent by ‘Eyes on Animals’ to all CVO’s in all EU member states; – I trust that as
the CVO for the UK, you also will be in a position to provide responses. The (EoA) letter is as follows:

---------------------------------------
Dear CVO’s,

I am writing to ask you for the formal opinion of your country regarding the requirement in the EC
1/2005 to be able to access animals during transport.

More and more of the new livestock trucks being made in The Netherlands, even for long distance, are
ones with either very small side-doors (not large enough for a person to get through) or without any
side doors at all. The ones with small doors have forced-ventilation on all the time to keep the air inside
fresh and regulated, the ones that have no doors on the side at all are air-conditioned.

We are however very concerned about the fact that it is difficult and even impossible to access the
animals inside, and inspecting them is also a challenge. We see very often in practice how vital it is
that the driver, police or vet can actually get in to the animals in order to provide first-aid, give water
and feed manually (vital for long-distance), euthanize suffering ones, separate sick ones or new borns
when pregnant animals inside accidentally give premature birth.....

At the moment in the Netherlands, the argument is that access can be done by the truck driving to the
next control post or assembly station where they can unload the animals to access those that need help.
Because the "next" control post or assembly station can be hundreds of kilometres away, and in some
countries that animals are exported to there are not these types of facilities (eg. Russia and Turkey) we
feel that "control posts and assembly centres" cannot be considered as adequate access. We feel
livestock trucks should be equipped with side-access doors, as many indeed are (see last photo).

But most importantly, we question if these trucks are fully respecting the EC 1/2005.

The EU law states clearly:

EC 1/2005 Annex 1 Ch II
1. Provisions for all means of transport.

Means of transport, containers and their fittings shall be designed, constructed, maintained and
operated so as to

(f) provide access to the animals to allow them to be inspected and cared for.

EC 1/2005 Annex 1, Ch I,
4. When animals fall ill or are injured during transportation, they shall be separated from the others

and receive first-aid treatment as soon as possible. They shall be given appropriate veterinary
treatment and if necessary undergo emergency slaughter or killing in a way which does not cause

them any unnecessary suffering.
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Above photos - Types of trucks currently being approved in the Netherlands (EoA)

Above - (these types of trucks are being approved in the Netherlands and used to transport large
(cattle and sheep and slaughter pigs) and small (calves and piglets) animals, short and long distances
now. Behind the ventilators there are small doors of 40cm x 60cm, much too small for a person to get
into the truck but enough to open and view the animals inside. There is no air conditioning but the fans
are on bringing fresh air in. There is some concern that the temperature gets too high when EU
densities are used and that it is better to reduce the loading density).
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Above photo – Ramsgate UK 2012/13 – Sealed ‘Box’ Type Trailer (V. Cameron - KAALE)

Above – Ramsgate UK 2012/13 - (trucks that are completely closed on both sides and use air-
conditioning are also being used to transport animals long distances. Inside this one were sheep, but
also cattle and pigs are being approved. The truck drivers and inspectors cannot see the animals,
but now many are being installed with a video camera so the driver can watch his animals from the
cabin on a monitor.

I am not sure how easy it would be for official inspectors, like all of you, to check on the animals.
There are no side-access doors, so if an animals becomes sick, injured, or gives birth
prematurely...there is nothing that can be done but drive to the closest control post... which as you
know in practice can take hours and hours).

Officials from Austria and Italy have already confirmed to us that such trucks would
NOT BE APPROVED in their countries.

I am writing to ask you if:

1. the trucks (like these photographed above) are being approved in your country? (ie.
UK); and, What is the justification in regards to adequate access?

2. and do your officials approving the trucks (ie . AHVLA) check that all trucks (also
open ones) have access doors on the side?

With many thanks for your time and expertise. I look forward to hearing back from you at your
earliest convenience.

(Please also see attached our report about the Importance of Access.)

Lesley Moffat, MSc Ethology
Eyes on Animals
Director and inspector
+31 611882632
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SECTION 2 – Animal Transport Signage – EU Member States

Further to the above (Section 1) letter from Ms. Moffat (EoA); I would draw your attention once again
to EU Regulation 1/2005 on the protection of animals during transport. As a member state of the EU,
the UK should be fully aware of, and compliant in adhering to, the regulations detailed in same.

I particularly question the issue of ‘signage’ carried on vehicles transporting livestock within the UK.
Reference: EC 1/2005 CHAPTER II – Means of Transport – 2. Additional provisions for transport by
road or rail; sub para 2.1 which declares:

“Vehicles in which animals are transported shall be clearly and visibly marked
indicating the presence of live animals”.

Below is a photograph taken by the official KAALE photographer (and member of the National Union
of Journalists) at Ramsgate harbour, England, on Wednesday 21st November 2012. The trailer shown
arriving at the harbour contains live sheep (ovines) destined for export from the port to Calais France,
using this vehicle constantly. This is one of hundreds of photographs held by KAALE, many of which
are published on its website.

Above photo – Having travelled on UK roads, and now entering the gates of Ramsgate harbour,
England, on Wednesday 21st November 2012.

Carrying NO Signage as required by EU Regulation 1/2005; that the trailer shown actually contains
live sheep (V. Cameron - KAALE)

The trailer had to be inspected thereafter within the harbour by personnel from AHVLA; accessing
solely from the rear. The reason for this was as can be seen in both photographs (above and below);
no side doors were fitted to the trailer.
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Above photo – The same vehicle, same day - trailer inspection by AHVLA has to be undertaken from,
the rear due to no side doors being fitted on the trailer (V. Cameron)

Question - In your positions as the UK Chief Veterinary Officer (CVO), that of an Executive Member
of the Animal Health and Welfare Board for England (at DEFRA), in addition to that of being a
Council Member for the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons (RCVS), I would be most grateful if you
can give us (KAALE / EoA) your expert opinion on where the “clear and visibly marked,
indicating the presence of live animals” signage is carried on the above vehicle, thus ensuring
full and necessary compliance with EU Regulation 1/2005 on the protection of animals ?

Further to this, I ask you to review the attached report to this letter – entitled “Now you see it, now you
don’t”; (produced by myself); which is specifically associated with this very same transporter carrying
live ovines on UK roads on Wednesday 21st November 2012; the day on which all photographs were
taken.

I ask you please to address and respond to all the points made and the evidence provided in the
attached report, (Now you see it, now you don’t ), especially those relating to facts made by Mr
Bernard Van Goethem, the Director responsible for animal welfare in the DG for Health and
Consumers, Brussels and his statement that in accordance with 1/2005, clear signage needs to be
displayed “to ensure that in the case of an accident, rescue staff, are aware that there are animals in
the vehicle”.

The following are statements provided to me by Mr. Van Goethem in his (reply) dated Tuesday 14th

May 2013. A copy of the letter is attached for your reference /as proof.

Within his letter, Mr Van Goethem makes it very clear that (Page 1, Para 3):

“You alert us to the fact that transports, often do not display notices warning that live animals
are being transported. This is indeed contrary to the terms of the legislation, according to which
road vehicles carrying live animals “shall be clearly and visibly marked indicating the presence
of live animals”. The main reason for this rule is to ensure that controlling authorities, and, in the
case of an accident, rescue staff, are aware there are animals in the vehicle. This is of course of
great importance to ensure the welfare and safety of the animals on board”.
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Mr Van Goethem continues on page 2 of his letter that:

“the Commission sees that it is important that the Regulation is properly implemented. It is
Member States that are primarily responsible for the daily enforcement of EU legislation”.

In closing, Mr Van Goethem declares:

“in accordance with the information available to us, the UK authorities have previously taken
action against such infractions”.

Question - So I ask you to please clarify once again, given the above photograph of the ovine
transporter arriving at Ramsgate harbour in November 2012 after it had travelled on UK roads to the
port, WHERE IS the signage which should be “clearly and visibly marked indicating the
presence of live animals” and in compliance with EU Regulation 1/2005 CHAPTER II – Means of
Transport – 2. Additional provisions for transport by road or rail; sub para 2.1 ?

We trust you can answer this as you sir, are the UK Chief Veterinary Officer (CVO), an Executive
Member of the Animal Health and Welfare Board for England (at DEFRA), as well as a Council
Member for the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons (RCVS).

Given these positions, your knowledge relating to animal welfare during transport is obviously great.
If you are unable to identify the location of the signage on the given photograph / vehicle, can we thus
assume that AHVLA inspectors are being non-compliant with their enforcement by UK competent
authorities of EU Regulations whilst vehicles are travelling on roads within the UK ?

Further, as defined in Lesley’s letter above (Section 1) and the photos shown of ‘box trailer’ livestock
transporters taken upon arrival at Ramsgate), can you please provide detailed information on how
drivers of these vehicles are supposed to regularly check on the condition of animals ‘in their alleged
care’ during road transport, if there are no side-access doors fitted in the trailer whatsoever ? If
AHVLA inspectors are having to access the trailer from the rear only at Ramsgate in order to view
animals carried within, is this policy expected of the driver if and when stopped at UK services ? – a
very unlikely scenario !

Question - If during the same / any ,journey on UK roads an animal becomes sick, injured, or gives
birth prematurely, would you please provide full details of how the livestock driver of the same
vehicle would even know that an animal is sick or injured within this configuration of ‘his’ trailer, and
thereafter be able to provide ‘care and attention’ (as per Regulation 1/2005) to the same animal if
there are no side access doors fitted to the trailer ?

Reference: EC 1/2005 Annex 1, Ch I,

4. When animals fall ill or are injured during transportation, they shall be separated from the others
and receive first-aid treatment as soon as possible. They shall be given appropriate veterinary
treatment and if necessary undergo emergency slaughter or killing in a way which does not cause
them any unnecessary suffering.

I have written to Mr Andy Bacon on this issue at the ‘Access to Information Team’, Animal Health and
Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA), Addlestone, Surrey.

Mr. Bacon informs that at the time of inspection (at Ramsgate) on the day shown in the above
photograph, ‘LIVE ANIMALS’ signage WAS fitted to the rear of the vehicle. We have to agree as ONLY
at the time of inspection, and as fully detailed in the report “Now you see it, now you don’t”; signage
did suddenly miraculously appear on the trailer during its journey within Ramsgate
harbour – just seconds prior to AHVLA inspection on board vessel ‘Joline’ !

As our photo of the vehicles initial arrival at the entrance to Ramsgate harbour earlier shows; and as
fully detailed in the report (a copy of which is attached), there was NO signage when the vehicle
was operating on UK roads or when it arrived at Ramsgate.
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Question - As Mr. Bacon seems unable to inform how signage ‘suddenly appears’ on the trailer within
Ramsgate harbour immediately prior to AHVLA inspection, and as such we now ask for your
expert and professional explanation on this matter.
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SECTION 3 – Animal Transport from Dover to Calais on Friday 19th July 2013

Facts:

 Friday 19th July 2013 has been one of the hottest days of the year in South East England.
 A ‘Level 3 – Heatwave Action’ had been issued to South East England by the Met office on this

day
 Reference - DEFRA “Advice to animal keepers on welfare issues in severe weather situations” :

https://www.gov.uk/animal-welfare-in-severe-weather - ‘Animal welfare in
severe weather’.

The following are declarations which are made in this document above:
 Responsibilities - If you own or keep animals, you have a duty of care to those animals (it’s a

legal requirement), and you need to take reasonable steps to protect their welfare and prevent
their suffering.

 Hot weather - High temperatures and humidity, particularly sudden changes in conditions, can
pose a major threat to animal welfare

 Transporting animals
- Those transporting animals, including agricultural animals, should avoid problems in

hot weather.

Things to consider include:

 factoring potential weather conditions into the planning of any journey (for example not
loading or moving animals during the hottest parts of the day)

 improved ventilation of the vehicle
 increased space allowances
 providing water and electrolytes more frequently

In addition, contingency plans should be in place for every journey, and are particularly important in
hot conditions as delays, which might be relatively insignificant under normal conditions, can become
critical very quickly. For your information, one transporter loaded with sheep which sailed (via
Dover) on Friday morning had been waiting fully loaded with animals in the heat at services near to
Folkestone for over 12 hours prior to setting off for Dover – we ask; is this the DEFRA / AHVLA view
of good ‘contingency planning’ by hauliers ?

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69375/pb11260-
livestock-vehicle-ventilation-051104.pdf

Question - The animals exported from Dover on the morning of Friday 19th WERE exported – ie
WERE moved during the hottest parts of the day. They arrived in Calais, France at
approximately 1300hrs, for onward road transport within France. This very much appears to
contradict the DEFRA statement about not loading or moving animals during the hottest part of the
day. Why was this allowed and who in UK authority approved it ?

Question - Do you consider that shipping truckloads of live animals, probably averaging around
300-400 per truck, via Dover to France at 1300hrs on one of the hottest days of the year is not
something that really should be avoided ?

According to our understanding, the veterinary oath goes something like:

Being admitted to the profession of veterinary medicine, I solemnly swear to use my
scientific knowledge and skills for the benefit of society through the protection of
animal health and welfare, the prevention and relief of animal suffering, the
conservation of animal resources, the promotion of public health, and the advancement of
medical knowledge.

https://www.gov.uk/animal-welfare-in-severe-weather
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69375/pb11260-livestock-vehicle-ventilation-051104.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69375/pb11260-livestock-vehicle-ventilation-051104.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Veterinary_medicine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animal_welfare
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Veterinary_public_health
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I will practice my profession conscientiously, with dignity, and in keeping with the
principles of veterinary medical ethics. I accept as a lifelong obligation the continual
improvement of my professional knowledge and competence.

Sub reference - Johannes Onderwater – Exporter and operator of the ‘Joline’ (ex
Ramsgate, now Dover)

Johannes Onderwater, who owns and operates the ‘Joline’ vessel, currently running from Dover, Kent
to Calais, France, carrying nothing but live animals, IS a convicted criminal under UK law.

This was proven by KAALE, who working in conjunction with Kent Trading Standards; where, on 5th
July 2010 at Folkestone Magistrates Court, Kent, had the situation where Onderwater Agneaux BV
(Onderwaters company) pleaded guilty to no less than six offences under the Animal Health Act
1981 of causing the transport of sheep in contravention of the Welfare of Animals (Transport)
(England) Order 2006 and EU Council Regulation (EC) 1/2005 (Protection of animals during
transport) in what has become known within Kent and the rest of the UK as the ‘sheep smuggling’
offences.

As a result, Onderwater’s company, Onderwater Agneaux BV (of the Netherlands), was fined at
Folkestone a total of £10,370. And so, under UK law, Onderwater IS a convicted criminal.

Onderwater; with the apparent blessing / harbour inspections / certification of DEFRA and AHVLA,
continues to operate the oldest, most pathetic and shoddy animal transporters on the face of the
planet. He fails EU Regulations with just about every turn, but all ‘turns’ appear to go unnoticed by
inspectors from UK ‘Competent Authorities’; namely AHVLA operating at (previously Ramsgate) and
now Dover harbour.

Below are 3 photos from KAALE archives which show ‘typical Onderwater vehicle standards’. The
first more recently from Dover operations, the other two, Ramsgate.

Question - As previously stated, does this vehicle in the fist photo give ‘a clear indication to UK
emergency and rescue services in English that live animals are being transported’ ? – please verify.
We know that these vehicles were approved by AHVLA / DEFRA as being compliant with EU 1/2005
standards.

Above photo – Sheep arriving at Dover in June 2013 for export by Mr. Onderwater (V. Cameron)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dignity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medical_ethics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Professional_development
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Professional_development
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Non-existent tread on livestock transporter tyres – but tyres which have been operated on UK roads
prior to arrival at Ramsgate !!

Above 3 photos – Typical standards of vehicles operated by Mr. Onderwater within the UK and
photographed during recent exports from Ramsgate harbour. Are sheep on the top tier suffering ?
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Question - In your professional positions as the UK (DEFRA) Chief Veterinary Officer / Executive
Member - Animal Health and Welfare Board for England, in addition to being a Council Member for
the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons (RCVS); can we ask where your personal priorities exactly
lay.

Are they:

 as a veterinary surgeon and member of the RCVS, adhering to the veterinary code of “I
solemnly swear to use my scientific knowledge and skills for the benefit of society through the
protection of animal health and welfare, the prevention and relief of animal
suffering”,

or

 do the positions you undertake on behalf of DEFRA put animal welfare lower down the
‘pyramid’ below the ‘financial side’ and gains to be made by such operations as those
undertaken by Mr. Onderwater, whilst it (DEFRA) now appears to happily operate with UK
courts convicted criminals / animal smugglers who pleaded guilty to smuggling live animals
out of the UK during 2009 / 10, and who are now (as per Friday 19th July 2013) quite intent on
shipping 6 truckloads of live animals on one of the hottest days of the year and operating to
well below EU regulatory vehicle standards defined by 1/2005 as shown above ?

As Lesley (EoA) states in Part 1 of this letter, Questions for CVO’s in all EU Member States:

“Certain officials from Austria and Italy have already confirmed to us that such trucks
would NOT BE APPROVED in their countries.”

Unfortunately - the days of the UK being the ‘leading animal welfare nation’ are now
long gone.

Unfortunately, with people like Owen Paterson MP and David Heath MP at the helm of DEFRA, we are
continuing to witness growing numbers of animals being used in research, wild animals still being
used in circuses within the UK, live animals being taken across Europe by convicted criminals, plus a
host of other issues with which the vast majority of the British voting public are disgusted with.

Austria and Italy are just two EU member state nations which are fortunately climbing well above the
current pathetic standards of the UK when it comes to enforcing and contributing to improvements in
animal welfare legislation and enforcing the standards detailed within EU road transport welfare
Regulations. As another example, South American nations regularly ban animals in circuses, whilst
we in the UK continue to dither for fear of upsetting those who cause suffering to animals within the
trade.

Strangely; on one hand in the UK, politicians are constantly telling us ‘that they cannot do anything
because of the EU standards’; and yet when the EU does set standards to be complied with by all
member states, such as Regulation 1/2005 on the ‘protection of animals during transport’, the UK
‘competent authorities’ suddenly appear to often turn a ‘blind eye’ to these very same EU standards,
and appear to happily let transporter trucks without any form of animal transport signage use UK
highways whilst loaded full of live sheep !.

This particular issue is, I hope, detailed more fully within SECTION 2 – Animal Transport Signage –
EU Member States; and the attached report - “Now you see it, now you don’t”; which shows that live
animal transporters can happily cross the UK for many hours carrying live animals, but also not
showing ANY signage on same vehicle, thus failing EU regulations to declare to UK emergency
services (should they be required in the event of an accident) that they have live animals on board.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animal_welfare
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DEFRA / AHVLA only seem interested in the start and end of any journey within the UK
regarding any enforcement of regulations for animal protection – where as they actually should
be enforcing the EU Regulations THROUGHOUT the ENTIRE journey.

Is it any wonder that the British public have no respect for them and consequently take to the streets to
voice their opposition to this trade and the second rate standards that alleged ‘Competent Authorities’
authorise ?; authorities who appear to be bending over backwards to aid convicted criminals get their
stock across the water on the hottest days of the year ?

I very much look forward to your response.

Thank you for your time;

Mark Johnson
EU Correspondent – ‘Kent Action Against Live Exports’ (KAALE).

Copies – all sent by e mail:

 Mr Andrea Gavinelli, Head of Unit, Animal Welfare, Directorate General for Health and Consumers,
Brussels, Belgium.

 Mr Bernard Van Goethem, Director responsible for animal welfare in the DG for Health and Consumers,
Brussels, Belgium.

 Mr Ian Birchall – KAALE Chairman; Sholden, nr Deal, Kent, UK.

 Mr David Heath MP - Minister of State, Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs.

 Others as necessary.

Attachments:

 Arrival photograph at Ramsgate - 1133hrs on the 21st November 2012 taken by KAALE of the Dutch
registered ‘Griffin’ logo transporter towing a white ‘box’ trailer– Registration: BZ HX 63 (front) / OK
16 YN (rear) – and completely lacking any signage.

 Letter from Mr. Bernard Van Goethem, the Director responsible for animal welfare in the DG for Health
and Consumers; Brussels, Reference SANCO G3/AN/pm D(2013) 820043 dated 06/05/2013 – 2 pages.

 KAALE Report – “Now you see it, now you don’t” – July 2013.

 EoA Report on “The importance of access during transport” - February 2013.

 KAALE Letter to Mr Andrea Gavinelli - DG for Health and Consumers; Brussels. Forerunner letter of
the response provided by from Mr. Bernard Van Goethem shown above.


